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Fall Thru Entertainment announces the release of the latest installment of the popular home
video series: ‘Hardcore Raw & Uncut’. Of the fight series, this new DVD takes the most brutal
glimpse to date at the violence on the everyday streets of America. The DVD will be available in
stores on May 16. ‘Hardcore Raw & Uncut’ delivers more of the horrors of the streets
showcasing pimp beatings, gang warfare, backyard brawls and female slug-outs caught on
tape; even Skinheads battle hip-hop gang bangers on this rxplosive DVD

  

In one scene, a young woman is relentlessly beaten in a parking lot. A bystander attempts to
stop the attack, begging, “She doesn’t even know what’s going on”! Despite these cries for help
the beating continues until the victim is knocked unconscious and taken to the hospital.
According to cameraman & producer Doorag this is an everyday event, “We’re just following the
crowd and seeing how it goes down, punch by punch”.  

  

‘Hardcore Raw & Uncut’ features shocking footage of young men and women being jumped into
gangs, shootings, and gang beatings with an arsenal ranging from knives to Mack-10’s. Among
the highlights on ‘Hardcore Raw & Uncut’: a searing sequence where Skinheads come to town
to face off with gang members and violence ensues. 

  

Fall Thru Entertainment has had tremendous success already with the ‘Fight’ brand, having
previously released the multi-platinum series, ‘Ghetto Fights’ and ‘Wildest Street Brawls’, which
have sold over one million units combined. In the world of DVD sales, this makes each of the
previous three releases multi-platinum status. With the hype that has been generated on these
titles, ‘Hardcore Raw & Uncut’ promises to be more disturbing, graphic, and violent. 

  

Fall Thru Entertainment is a leading home entertainment company that acquires licenses,
promotes, and finances exclusive content for worldwide distribution. Founded in 1998, the
company is dedicated to delivering the hottest, craziest, and most controversial “AS SEEN ON
TV” reality-based video. Fall Thru Entertainment has teamed with cutting edge independent
producers and elite Hollywood players to provide consumers with the most shockingly
entertaining products backed by multi-million dollar television, radio, and print campaigns.  The
company continues to release an average of 10 new exclusive DVDs per year across a wide
range of programming

  

The extreme violence is not for the faint of heart and should only be viewed when no children
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are present. Join the ranks of ‘Fight’ followers and experience the ride.

  

For a sneak peak at the DVD go to - http://qt.webintellects.com/realfight/t/hardcore_t.qtl

The DVD is available at www.ghettofights.com
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